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The empire of the Antichrist has 2 parts – a religious aspect and a
__________ aspect. He will create a _____ world religion and a one
world government. Eventually God will __________ them both.
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1. The Destruction of One World ____________. Rev 17
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The great prostitute is a false ________ that refuses to be faithful
to God and His Word. This false church is a ____________ of church
and state. The scarlet and purple clothing symbolize that the one world
church will be very _________ and powerful.
The false church is ___________ of all religions except
Christianity. She will _____________ anyone who disagrees with her.
The kingdom of the beast will be a revival of the _______
Empire. Ten _________ will assist the antichrist in his rise to power.
They will rule for a short time (one hour) and then yield their
____________ to the beast. The beast will ________ the false church
for a while; but will then destroy it and establish his own religious
system.
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The sin of Babylon is spiritual adultery, which is ________. An
idol is anything you love and worship more than you love and worship
______.
God’s judgment on Babylon will come ________________; it
will be destroyed in a single ____ (18:8). the merchants of Babylon will
______ for themselves because they have lost valuable customers.
While the kings and merchants are devastated by the fall of
Babylon, those in heaven __________ because of it. Once the kingdom
of the Antichrist has been destroyed, the stage is set for ________ to
return and establish His kingdom on earth.
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